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1, Intro

Attached to each question are marking notes to help consistent marking.

2, Normal forms and decompositions

We have the following relation storing information about shipment tracking as they
arrive and leave warehouses, goods terminals, etc.

A shipment has an ID, a tracking number, and origin and destination addresses.
Furthermore, a shipment is for a client, has a type, and an attached documentation
record. Shipments are registered at locations with a timestamp and a status. Loca-
tions have a type.

Shipment(shipmentID, trackingNumber, time_registered, location, location_type,
origin_addr, destination_addr, client, shipment_type, doc_record, status)

After some analysis, the following functional dependencies were agreed upon:

• shipmentID→ trackingNumber, origin_addr, destination_addr

• shipmentID→ client

• shipmentID→ shipment_type, doc_record

• location→ location_type

• location, shipmentID, status→ time_registered

2.1, Anomalies, 3p

Question: Point out at least one anomaly (that is, a consistency or other issue that
could arise on changing the data in this relation) that could occur in this relation
even if all FDs are respected. You may make reasonable assumptions about what
kind of data the attributes represent.

Solution: Several anomalies are possible, some examples below:

• If a shipment has not been registered anywhere yet, we can’t store information
about it (e.g. client and addresses).

• If all registrations at locations are deleted, we lose information about the
shipment itself (e.g. client, addresses).
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• The type of a location is stored over and over again, and has to be updated in
every row if it changes.

• Information about a shipment is stored over and over again every time it is
registered.

Marking notes: A single anomaly correctly identified is enough for full points.
If the anomaly identified violates the condition that all FDs are respected, give 1
point.

2.2, Keys, 3p

Question: Find the candidate keys of this relation. Explain how you found them.

Solution: Start with the attributes that do not occur in any right-hand side: ship-
mentID, status, location. These must be part of every candidate key. Their closure is

{status, trackingNumber, location, shipmentID, location_type, origin_addr, des-
tination_addr, client, shipment_type, doc_record, time_registered}

so {status, shipmentID, location} is the only key.

Marking notes: Up to two points loss for insufficient explanation.

2.3, Normal form, 7p

Question: What normal form does Shipment satisfy? Explain your answer.

Solution: We need to check the FDs for NF violations. The FD shipmentID →
trackingNumber violates BCNF, as shipmentID is not a superkey. It also violates
3NF, since trackingNumber is not a prime attribute (not part of any candidate key).
It also violates 2NF, since shipmentID is part of the candidate key. We are left with
1NF, and do not need to investigate the other FDs since a single violation suffices to
rule out a given NF.

Marking notes: Students who do more work than needed by starting with a dif-
ferent FD should not lose points if the answer is otherwise correct. 2 point loss for
missing explanation of why we do not need to check all FDs if we reach 1NF. Up to
5 point loss for inadequate explanation in general.

2.4, Decomposition, 12p

Question: Decompose Shipment into BCNF such that your decomposition is FD-
preserving. Explain your answer.
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Solution: Decompositions are not unique. However, as long as closure of at-
tributes is used, most if not all end up FD-preserving. One decomposition below.

To make life easier, we can group up the right-hand sides of FDs with the same
left-hand side:

• shipmentID → trackingNumber, origin_addr, destination_addr, client, ship-
ment_type, doc_record

• location→ location_type

• location, shipmentID, status→ time_registered

Take the top FD, it violates BCNF since shipmentID is not a superkey. Compute
{shipmentID} closure, it is

{trackingNumber, shipmentID, origin_addr, destination_addr, client, shipment_type,
doc_record}

and the remaining attributes are

{location, location_type, status, time_registered}

We thus get the new relations

A(shipmentID, trackingNumber, origin_addr, destination_addr, client, shipment_type,
doc_record)

B(shipmentID, location, location_type, status, time_registered)

The decomposition algorithm is recursive, so we need to check these for BCNF vio-
lations. The only candidate key of A is clearly shipmentID, as all attributes directly
depend on it and nothing else. A therefore satisfies BCNF.

For B, {shipmentID, location, status} do not occur in right-hand sides, and must
be part of every candidate key. Tehir closure is the whole of B, so this is the only
candidate key. However, B is not in BCNF, since location_type depends on a part
of the candidate key. Closure of {location} is location, location_type, so we decom-
pose B into

B1(location, location_type)

B2(location, shipmentID, status, time_registered)

and these are easily seen to both satisfy BCNF.
The decomposition is FD-preserving since every FD can be checked on a single

table.

Marking notes: The quality of explanation is important here. Up to 8 points loss
for inadequate explanation. Of these, 2 point loss for lack of explanation about
FD-preservation alone.
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3, SQL

We will work with a modified version of the shipment database in this section. Con-
sider the following schema:

Shipment(shipmentID, trackingNumber, origin_addr, destination_addr, cli-
entID, shipment_type)

Location(location, location_type)

Tracking(location, shipmentID, status, time_registered)

Client(clientID, name)

The table Tracking stores information about when a shipment was registered at a
given location and why it was registered, e.g. that a shipment arrived at or left a
location.

The ID fields are integers, time_registered is a timestamp, and the rest are
strings. Primary keys are underlined.

shipmentID is a foreign key in Tracking. location is a foreign key in Tracking.
clientID is a foreign key in Shipment.

Marking notes, whole section: No penalty for splitting queries into views, nor
for using commas instead of JOIN ON.

3.1, Shipments for a client, 3p

Question: Write a query to find the shipment IDs of all shipments for the client
named ’ACME’ that have been delivered. A shipment is considered delivered when
it is registered with status ’delivered’ at some location.

SELECT Shipment.shipmentID FROM Shipment JOIN
Client ON Client.clientID = Shipment.clientID

JOIN Tracking ON Shipment.shipmentID = Tracking.
shipmentID

WHERE Client.name = ’ACME’ AND Tracking.status = ’
delivered ’;

Marking notes: 1 point loss for missing condition, 2 points for missing join.

3.2, Shipment returns, 5p

Question: If a shipment arrives at a location from which it had previously de-
parted, something has gone wrong. Write a query to find such shipments. Arrivals
are tracked with status ’received’, and departures with status ’sent’. Output ship-
ment ID, location, and the departure and arrival times. You may assume that this
can only happen once for each shipment.
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SELECT Shipment.shipmentID , location , tdeparted.
time_registered , tarrived.time_registered FROM
Shipment JOIN Tracking tarrived ON Shipment.
shipmentID = tarrived.shipmentID

JOIN Tracking tdeparted ON Shipment.shipmentID =
tdeparted.shipmentID

WHERE tarrived.location = tdeparted.location AND
tarrived.status = ’received ’ AND tdeparted.status =

’sent’ AND
tdeparted.time_registered < tarrived.

time_registered;

Marking notes: The key here is the self-join, if it is missing lose 3-4 points imme-
diatly. 1-2 point loss for issues in the WHERE clause.

3.3, Aggregation, 7p

Question: Write a query that computes the top ten clients by number of shipments
delivered for each client in the last 7 days. A shipment is considered delivered when
it is registered with status ’delivered’ at some location. Output the client’s ID, name
and the number of shipments.

The function now() returns a timestamp representing the current date and time,
and attached to this question is an extract from the postgres manual with examples
of timestamp manipulations.

SELECT Client.clientID , Client.Name , COUNT(
shipmentID) as numDelivered FROM Shipment JOIN
Client ON Shipment.clientID = Client.clientID

JOIN Tracking ON Shipment.shipmentID = Tracking.
shipmentID

WHERE Tracking.status = ’delivered ’ AND Tracking.
time_registered > now() - INTERVAL ’7␣days’

GROUP BY Client.clientID , Client.name
ORDER BY numDelivered DESC LIMIT 10;

Marking notes: There are probably other ways to do this, including not using
INTERVAL. No penalty for this or for using a correlated query, if done correctly. 1-2
points loss for GROUP BY errors, likewise for ORDER BY and LIMIT errors.

3.4, Recursive SQL, 12p

Question: A location is connected to another if some shipment has been sent from
one and received at the other (whether directly or indicrectly). If several locations
are connected to each other in this way (e.g. there is a shipment sent from A and
received at B, and some other shipment sent from B and received at C), we say that
there is a path between them (in this case, there is a path from A to C).

Arrivals are tracked with status ’received’, and departures with status ’sent’.
Using a recursive query, find all locations with a path from location ’Hub3’ (Hub3

itself can be included), and print out a list of them.
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--Life becomes easier if we make a view of sent/
received pairs

CREATE VIEW directPaths AS (
SELECT ts.location as sentloc , tr.location as

recloc FROM Tracking ts JOIN Tracking tr ON ts
.shipmentID = tr.shipmentID

WHERE ts.status = ’sent’ AND tr.status = ’
received ’);

WITH RECURSIVE paths AS (
SELECT * FROM directPaths WHERE sentloc = ’Hub3’;
UNION
SELECT paths.sentloc , directPaths.recloc FROM

paths JOIN directPaths ON paths.recloc =
directPaths.sentloc;

) SELECT paths.recloc FROM paths;

Marking notes: Multiple ways of doing things here. Fairly straightforward recur-
sive query. Key insight is that we are joining on pairs. No specific points guidance.

4, Query optimisation

4.1, Logical query plan, 10p

Consider the logical query plan (x, y, z, v are attributes)

σS.z<c(σS.z=T.v(σR.x=S.y(R× S × T )))

where c is a constant, R.x is a primary key, and S.y is a foreign key referencing
R.x that cannot be NULL.

Question: Optimize this query plan, that is, find an equivalent optimal plan. Use
brackets to indicate join order. Explain your answer.

Solution: The optimal plan is

(σS.z<c(S) ./S.z=T.v T ) ./R.x=S.y R

The non-constant selections become joins, the constant selection should be pushed
down to S, and the join order should be as indicated because the foreign key con-
straint means that every tuple in S (and hence in S join T) will match exactly one
tuple in R. Hence it is better to join S and T first, hopefully this removes some tuples
from S.

Marking notes: Since this question is done on paper, explanations are not re-
quired to be detailed. 3 points loss if join order is not mentioned at all. 3 Points
loss for not pushing the constant selection, and the remaining 4 for other errors.
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4.2, Indexes, 6p

In general, indexes speed up query processing. However, in certain circumstances
it is more efficient to NOT use an index. Give an example of such circumstances.

Solution: In general, this happens when the result of the relevant part of a query
returns most of a table. In this case, reading the whole table directly is cheaper than
reading individual blocks or tuples via index lookups. Likewise, on disks a table can
be read sequentially, which is cheaper than then random reads through an index.

Marking notes: One example is enough. Poor explanations should be penalized.

5, Transaction handling

5.1, Conflict serializability, 4p

Consider the following transaction schedule:

W1(A); W2(A); W2(B); W1(B); W3(B);

Show that this schedule is not conflict serializable.

Solution: A schedule is conflict serializable if and only if it has an acyclic prece-
dence graph. The precedence graph of this schedule has a cycle: T1→ T2 (first two
writes are in conflict) and also T2 → T1 (second two are also in conflict). Hence
this schedule is not conflict serializable.

Marking notes: Analyzing the conflicts and pointing out that this schedule is only
conflict-equivalent to itself is also correct. Up to 2 points loss for inadequate expla-
nations.

5.2, Serializability, 6p

Consider the following transaction schedule:

W1(A); W2(A); W2(B); W1(B); W3(B);

Show that this schedule is serializable. (Hint: Find an equivalent serial sched-
ule)

Solution: A serializable schedule is equivalent to a serial one. The above schedule
leaves the database in the state W2(A), W3(B). So does the serial schedule

W1(A); W1(B); W2(A); W2(B); W3(B);

which is therefore equivalent to the original one.

Marking notes: Up to 4 points loss for inadequate explanations.
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5.3, Timestamp protocol, 12p

One algorithm for ensuring serializability of transactions that we have seen is based
on timestamps without validation. Each transaction has a timestamp, and the trans-
action schedule is kept in a state such that it will become equivalent to one where
transactions execute accodring to their timestamps.

To achieve this, for each data element A the scheduler keeps the following in-
formation:

RT(A): The timestamp of the last transaction that read A WT(A): The timestamp
of the last transaction that wrote A C(A): A flag set to true if the last transaction
that wrote A has committed.

We have TS(1) < TS(2) < TS(3), that is, 1 is oldest, 3 is youngest.
Consider the following sequence of events (initially all commit flags are true):

r1(A); r2(A); w1(B); r3(B); w3(B); w2(A); w1(A); C2; C1; C3;

Question: Under the timestamping protocol, describe what happens during this
sequence of actions. Which transactions get delayed/aborted/committed, in what
order, and why?

Solution: There are many different ways of writing this down. Here is one.

• T1 reads A, RT(A) = TS(1)

• T2 reads A, RT(A) = TS(2) (noone modified A yet, so read is allowed)

• T1 writes B, WT(B) = TS(1), C(B) = false (initial write, allowed, B is now
dirty)

• T3 wants to read B, but B is dirty, so T3 is delayed.

• T2 writes A, WT(A) = TS(2), C(A) = false (initial write on A, allowed, A is
now dirty)

• T1 wants to write A, but T2 has already written A. If T2 commits, this write
can be ignored (T2 overwrites T1 on A). If T2 is aborted, then T1 must write
A here, so T1 is delayed until C(A) becomes true or T2 aborts.

• T2 commits. T2 wrote A, so C(A)=true;

• T1 was waiting for C(A) true, and now it is. WT(A) = TS(2), so T1 does not
need to write A. T1 commits, set C(B)=true.

• T3 was waiting for C(B)=true. Now that it is, WT(B)= TS(2), so T3 can read
B. RT(B) = TS(3)

• T3 writes B and commits (WT(B) = TS(2), so this is allowed)

Marking notes: Many possibilities for minor errors or omissions here; these should
lead to at most 4 points loss. Up to 4 points loss for errors related to T1 and T2
interaction regarding overwrite.
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5.4, Logging, 10p

Describe the principles of UNDO and REDO logging and recovery, including the
rules about writing individual records to data files on disk and to log files on disk.

Solution: On write, UNDO logging logs the old value, and REDO logs the new
value of a data element. Both types allow rollbacks of incomplete transactions to
be made.

For both, data posts have to be logged to disk before they are written to data
on disk. However, for UNDO logging, a transaction cannot be committed (that is,
guaranteeing that it will not be rolled back) until all data posts are on disk data
files. Recovery is done by writing the logged old values back to the data files for
any uncomitted transactions.

For REDO logging, the opposite is in some sense the case. Data posts cannot
be written to data files on disk until the transaction is done and entirely written to
the log on disk. Recovery is done by writing the logged new values for comitted
transactions to data files on disk (dirty data is never written to disk in the first
place).

Marking notes: The keys points here are I/O delays, what is logged, and how
recovery works. Roughly 2-3 points for each of the first two, 4 for recovery.
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